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Variational approach to exciton transport in molecular 
crystals8

) 

David R. Yarkony and Robert Silbey 

Department of Chemistry and Center for Materials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts O~139 
(Received 2 September 1977) 

The variational results for the free energy of an interacting exciton phonon system are used to derive 
expressions for the scattering rate and diffusion constant of an exciton in such a system. These 
expressions are applicable to both wide and narrow band cases, and includes the possibility of an abrupt 
transition from wide band (free) exciton to narrow band (localized) exciton. Some comments are made on 
the possibility of observing this transition by thermal modulation spectroscopy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In an earlier paper (to be referred to as Paper 1),1 

the free energy of an exciton interacting with phonons 
(in the approximation of linear exciton-phonon coupling) 
was considered. Using a unitary transformation con
taining variational parameters, the free energy of the 
system was minimized. It was found that the properties 
of the quasiparticle, consisting of the exciton and its 
tightly bound phonon cloud, were temperature dependent. 
In particular, the number of phonons bound to the ex
citon, nph> is a function of temperature in a way that de
pends significantly on the exciton bandwidth and exciton
phonon coupling energy. For sufficiently large band
widths, nph changes abruptly at some temperature; this 
abrupt change is due to there being two minima in the 
free energy functional (for sufficiently large bandwidth). 
In the present paper, we consider the relationship be
tween these changes in exciton structure and exciton 
transport. Using the usual projection operator formal
ism, 2 the equation of motion of the exciton density ma
trix is derived. Since we will be concerned with the pos
sibility of an abrupt change in transport properties, this 
equation must be sufficiently general to apply to both 
large bandwidth and small bandwidth cases; this means 
the earlier results3-5 must be extended, and that the re
sults will apply to small polaron motion as well.6-6 

In Sec. II, the molecular crystal Hamiltonian is de
fined; in Sec. III, the equation of motion for the exciton 
density is derived; and in Sec. IV discussed in detail in 
the momentum space representation. In Sec. V, the dif
fusion coefficient and scattering times for the exciton 
are discussed in a way which does not involve either a 
narrow exciton band or a high temperature approxima
tion. The contributions of both bandlike and hopping 
terms to the diffusion coefficient are considered. In 
Sec. VI we comment on the connection between the for
malisms and ideas presented herein and a theory of the 
thermal modulation spectroscopy, reserving for a future 
publication a more complete analysis. 

II. THE HAMilTONIAN 

We will consider a molecular crystal Hamiltonian 
with linear exciton-phonon coupling. This model has 
been examined previously by many authors and, in par-

alSupported by the National Science Foundation. 

ticular, has been used by Grover and Silbey3 to discuss 
exciton transport in the narrow band, fully dressed ex
citon regime and by Rackovsky and Silbey 3 to consider 
energy transfer between two molecules embedded in a 
lattice. The Hamiltonian is given in second quantized 
form as 

(2.1) 

where 

H ph = L W.(b;b.+~) (2.2) 
q 

and (in exciton site space) 

(2.3) 

and 

Hint =N- 1I2 L w.C:(b_. + b;)a;; an (2.4) 
n,. 

Here Hex is the Hamiltonian for a Single band of Frenkel 
excitons in a perfect rigid crystal with Eo the electronic 
excitation energy of a single molecule and In,m being the 
usual resonance transfer integral between molecules at 
site n and site m. Hph is the harmonic phonon Hamil
tonian with w. being the frequency of the normal mode of 
wave vector q. The operators an(a;) destroy (create) a 
n excitation on site n, while b.(b;) destroy (create) a 
phonon of wave vector q. The interaction team repre
sents the linear coupling of an electronic excitation at 
site n with phonons of wave vector q. Translational 
symmetry requires that Jnm be a function of R" - Rm only 
and that C~ =C. eiq.a", where C. =C~ •• 

The transformation to the partially dressed exciton 
representation1 is given by e-'ll with 

'U = - W l/2 L g~(b_. - b;)a~ ~ , (2.5) 
n,. 

g~ = g. exp(iq . Rn) • 

The parameters g~ are chosen to minimize the free en
ergy, as in Paper 1. In the transformed representation, 

ii == e'll He-'ll 

+N-1I2 L.: w.(C: - g~)(bq +b;)a; ~, (2.6) 
n,q 
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where 

and 

E =Eo - WI L (2C.g!. - g_.g.). (2.8) 
• 

Note that if Jnm ~ 0, tQ~n setting g~ = C~ diagonalizes H. 
The representation in which g~ = C: will be referred to 
as the (fully) dressed exciton representation. This 
Hamiltonian is now partitioned as 

(2.9) 

where 

HO =Ha.x+Hpb (2.10) 

(2.11) 

and 

v = 'E' J(n - m)(e;e", - (e;e"J L)a; a", 
n,m 

+ N- 1/2 Lf~(b_. + b;)~ an:; VI + V2 , (2.12) 
n,. 

where 

r. = w.(C~ - g~) = f. eiq·R" (2.13) 

and 

(e;8",) L = exp - [WI ~ ~(1- cosq • Rnm)(2nq + 1)] 

(2.14) 

being the thermal average over a canonical ensemble of 
phonons of the operator e;e",. Note that following Paper 
I we have partitioned H so that (V) L = O. Also observe 
that from I, f:, HO, and V are temperature dependent 
through the temperature dependence of gq' 

Finally, if the transformation to exciton states of 
wave vector k is made by defining 

(2. 15) 

then 

(2. 16) 

V = N- I L' J(n - m)(e;e", - (e;8"JL) elk' !In", el <t-k')' R". a; at' 
n,m 
t,t' 

:; VI + Va, 

and where 

(2. 17a) 

(2.17b) 

(2.18) 

J(h) = (en 8",)LJllm forRII-Rm=~' (2.19) 

We will refer to H given by Eqs. (2.9)-(2.11) and 2.12 
as the direct space representation and that given by Eqs. 

(2.9), (2.10), (2.16), and (2.17) as the momentum space 
representation. 

Note that we can add to Eq. (2.14) or (2. 12a) addition
al terms which represent different exciton-phonon in
teractions. For example, if a term linear in phonon 
coordinate, but not site diagonal in exciton space is 
added to V, such as 

V1= LF~",Wq(bq+b:q)a,;am 
n,m 

q 

(2.20) 

then after the unitary transformation, this becomes 

e"Vl e-U = L F~",wq[(bq + b:,,) - g~] 8;8", a~ am' (2.21) 
",m 
" This when averaged can be added to H ~x [Eq. (2.11)] to 

define a new J"m while the fluctuating part can be added 
to the first term in Eq. (2.12). This increases the 
labor in what follows, but does not change the qualitative 
features of the results. We will not consider this type 
of interaction further, except to say that it is easily 
handled by the methods of this paper. 

Another kind of exciton phonon interaction term which 
may be important is quadratic in phonon variables: 

V' = 'E, G~,q' a~ an(b q + b:,,)(bq, + b~.,) • 
n,ca,. 

(2.22) 

This introduces qualitatively new features into the prob
lem9,to which will be treated in another paper.9 However, 
if we assume that the phonon band which is most strong
ly coupled linearly [i. e., in Eq. (2.4)] and that which is 
most strongly coupled quadratically [Eq. (2,22)] are dif
ferent, then the unitary transformation does not affect 
V', It will then lead to another term in exciton scatter
ing rate9 (the "local" term in Haken's language 5 ) which 
can easily be incorporated into the equation for the dif
fusion coefficient. 

III. THE MICROSCOPIC EXCITON DENSITY 

In this section, we determine the equation of motion 
of the microscopic exciton density defined in the follow
ing way. We assume that at time t =0, the exciton is 
in a partially clothed state given by the parameters g. 
of the last section and the lattice is in a canonical en
semble at temperature T. The process (excitation plus 
subsequent vibrational relaxation to the optimal clothed 
state) by which this is achieved is not considered herein, 
although the Hamiltonian is general enough to describe 
it. Certainly, for long times, the species which mi
grates is expected to be the one described by the g.. The 
required exciton density is thus given by the formal solu
tion to the following problem: if at the initial time, t = 0, 
a partially clothed exciton is created in state i, AjIO) 
:; e'llaie-'Il1 0) (for'U as defined above), in a thermal bath 
of phonons, what is the probability [P,I(t)] that at time t 
the exciton is in state f regardless of the state of the lat
tice. Note that we have not specified the nature of the 
initial state i; it may be a site state, or a momentum 
state, or a wave packet. We find that 

P"I(t) =TrL(OIA,e-IHtAjl O)PL(oIA j elHtA;1 0) 

=TrL(OI a,e-li1tall O)PL(Olal elHtail 0) 

(3.1a) 

(3.1b) 

J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12,15 December 1977 
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= (0 I a, TrL(e-iiifpl eHlf)ajl 0) 

=(ola, TrL PI (t)ai I 0) , 

(3.1c) 

(3.1d) 

where TrL denotes the trace over phonon states, 10) is 
the exciton vacuum state (ground electronic state) and 

PI(t) =e-IHtpl e lHt , 

PI=ajIO)PL(Olal' 

PL = e-~Hph/Q , 

Q =TrL e-iJHPh • 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Thus, P/I(t) has the form of the diagonal matrix element 
of a time evolved density operator PI which depends on 
the initial state of the system. Note that P'I(t) is also 
given by 

P fl(t) =(0 I al<elHt aj at e- IHt) L ail 0) • (3.6) 

The equation of motion for PfI(t) is now obtained from 
the projection operator formalism. Using this method,3 
we find the time derivative of 

P (l)(t) -= P L TrL PI (I) -= 1TPI (t) 

to be 

where 

V ... (r) =eiHpbT V ... e-IHpbT , 

° ° U.rs:«r) -= (e-IH8lIT).r(eIH8lIT)sx • 

(3.7) 

p (1)(t) = _ i1T.£0p (1)(t) _ 1T.£1 

x it dre-i<1-r),cT(l_1T)'£p(1)(t - r). (3.8) 

The Liouville operator .£ =.£0 +'£' is defined by 

.£A = [H,A] = [HO,A]+ [V,A]=.£°A +.£'A. (3.9) 

Equation (3.8) is exact to all orders in V and correspond
ing difficult to evaluate. A tractable result can be ob
tained by taking the second term in Eq. (3.8) to second 
order in V, then 

Note that in the above equations the fact the excitation is 
created in state i must be incorporated as an initial con
dition. It does not affect the form of Eq. (3.8) or (3. 10). 
This observation will prove to be of considerable value 
later in relating the direct space and momentum space 
formulations. Taking matrix elements of p(1)(t) in ex
citon (although not necessarily direct or momentum) 
space gives 

(3. 12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Equation (3.11) is the desired result. PI,i(t) is obtained from its solution for PI =P2 = Jwith SIli(O) = o"Jo/j as the ini
tial condition. 

IV. EXCITON DENSITY IN MOMENTUM SPACE 

In this section, we eValuate the equation of motion for the exciton density [Eq. (3.11)] in a momentum (k) space 
representation. This representation is particularly useful since H conserves total wavevector and H(Q) is diagonal. 
Equation (3.11) becomes 

. Jt SklkZ(t) = - i[E(k1) - E(~) ]SklkZ(I) + L drSqa(t - r){ (Val:! Vk1,,(r» L U.kz(r) + Ukt/r)(VSkZ(r)Vkt.) L} 

" ° 
- L J f drSkttz(t - r)Uttkz(r){<Vkt,,(r)V -I) LU -I (r) + (Vk2" V _z(r»utz,,(r)} , 

" ° 
where s =kz - kl +q and U

t1k
/r) =e-Hdkl)-dk2)]T. In the interaction representation, defined by 

Sf (I) =e He (k1 )-eB:z)]fS (I) 
klkZ klkZ ' 

the equation becomes 

(;'lkZ(t) = - Lf drS'lk2(t - r) {(Vk1,,(r)V qtl) LUckl (r) + (Vkz" V _z(r» LUtz,,(r)} 

" ° 
+ ~ S~(t - r)[U qa(t - r)Ukzt/t - r) l{(Vatz Vt1,,(r» LU"kl (r) + (V atz(r)Vk1J LUtz.(r)} 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

The diagonal elements of S (or SI) satisfy a particularly Simple equation, called the generalized master equation: 

Sn(t) = - L (f drStt(i - r)wck(r) + L f drS",,(t - r)wt,,(r) , (4.4) 
q )0 " 0 

where 

J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, 15 December 1977 
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(4.5) 

In the usual weak coupling limit, Eqs.· (4. 3) or (4.4) are manipulated by replacing Stt. (t - T) by Stt. (t) on the right
hand side and taking the upper limit on the integral to infinity, so that the Eq. (4.3) becomes 

S't (t) =: - S' t (t) L (oO dT[(VtIq(T)V 4k1> LUqtl (T) + (Vtz" VqtZ(T» LUtZq(T)] 
I z I Z 11)0 

+ ~ S!..(t) UII.(t) Utztl (f) fa"" drf(V.t2VtIQ(T»L U.t2(T) + (Vat2(T)V'1.)LUt1<1(T)] 

:; - S'lt/t)r t1t2 + L S!..(t)U ... (t)Ut2tl (t)WtIk2;'l8 , 

" 
(406) 

where we have used the fact that U'l8(t - T) =: Uq.(t)U.II(T). In the same limit, we find the generalized master equation 
(4.4) has become a Pauli master equation: 

(4.7) 

where 

Wqt = L"" wqt(T)dT = 1"" 2 Re(vkClVllt(T» ell' (t)-,(q)]T =: Wtlle-~[e(q)_e(t)] (4.8) 

using the canonical average and the properties of the Fourier transform. This is just the principle of detailed bal
ance. In this limit, then, the probability of finding an exciton in a state k at infinite time (regardless of lattice 
state) will be given by the Boltzmann equilibrium form (where radiative processes have been neglected) 

Stt(oO) =e-~e(t) I ~ e-~e(q) • (4.9) 

The terms W 4k can be interpreted as the rate of scattering from state k to state q (more precisely, W 4k is the 
probability per unit time that an exciton in state k will be scattered by the phonons into state q); thus, the scattering 
time from state k to state q is given by Tql =: w;i. In addition the term LII W4k can be interpreted as the total rate of 
scattering from state k. 

The first term in Eq. (4.6) can also be interpreted in a simple manner. One easily finds that 

(4.10) 

where o€ (2) (kl ) is the thermal average of the second order perturbation correction to dkl ). (Note that the thermally 
averaged first order contribution is zero.) Since the structure of this term is the same as the first term on the 
right in Eq. (4.1), we will see that this represents a correction to the bandlike motion of the excitons. Using (4.10) 
in (4.6) and transforming back to the original representation, we find, in the weak coupling limit, 

St
1
t

2
(t) =: - irE (2)(kl) - E (2)(ka)]StIt2(t) - Skill/(t) L Re r"" dT {(VtIq V"ti (T» LU4k1 (T) + (Vtz,V 4k2(T»Ut2<l(T)} 

. q )0 

(4.11) 

where € (2)(kl) = t:(k1) + o€ (2) (kl ). Equation (4.11) and its diagonal form, Eq. (4.7) will be used to compute diffusion 
coefficients. Note that Eq. (4.11) has a "coherent" part (represented by the first term on the right) and a scatter
ing or "incoherent" part; however, in order to analyze the motion of the excitons on very short time scales, the 
weak coupling limit (i. e., "Markovian" approximation) should be abandoned. In this paper, we will be concerned 
with long time measurements which give diffusion constants and the like. 

We now turn to the specific form of the correlation functions in Eq. (4.11) for the Hamiltonian of Sec. II. In Ap
pendix A, we show (within the narrow phonon band approximation) 

(Vat (T)Vt ,) L =: o(s - k2+ ki - q)N-I {L: j~y~I)(T) el<t2-t l)' lito 
2 1 11 

+ ~ jh~4)(T)ej(tl+.)·Rh+ jt2".g .. taX~-.(T) [E:(kl)+E:(ka) - t:(q) - €(s)] + I ft2_.12 ~~2"8(T)}' (4.12) 

where the definitions of symbols not previously encountered are found in Appendix A. The first terms in the 
bracket in (4.12) are the contribution from the terms in V representing the fluctuations in I n_m (the "clothing"of the 
exciton) while the other terms arise from the incomplete clothing which is a feature of the variational procedure. 
At sufficiently high temperature, the exciton becomes fully clothedl so that j=: 0, and only the first terms in the 
bracket contribute. The theory then reduces. to the earlier one of Grover and Silbey. At low temperatures, f_ is 
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not zero so that all terms in (4.12) have to be considered. Note also that the time dependence of the bracketed 
terms in (4.12) is fundamentally different from the other terms. In fact, the terms proportional to f and 1 f 12 do 
not decay in time at this level of approximation (while the terms in brackets do, owing to phonon dispersion), since 
the functions X*(r) are purely oscillatory. Thus, without further coarse graining2 the kernels in the original equa
tion of motion [Eq. (4.3), for example] do not decay and the usual arguments leading to the weak coupling limit equa
tions [Eq. (4. B)] would not hold. (Note, however, that the transition probabilities in the weak coupling limit, W qt, 

are just what one gets from the usual Fermi golden rule formula with this perturbation.) In the present case, we 
will only be concerned with diffusion coefficients and total transition rates, which are coarse grained quantities; 
thus, the oscillatory behavior of X±(r) will not give any problem. 

V. EXCITON SCATTERING TIMES AND DIFFUSION CONSTANTS 

The total scattering rate r ltt out of state k is given from Eq. (4.11) as 

r tt = L Re l~ dr{(Vtq(r)Vq0 LUqk(r)+(Vtq V qk(r) LUkq(r)}. 
01 0 

(5.1) 

Using the results of Appendix A, Eq. (4.12), and the definition of Uqt(T), we find 

r I:k = 21TWl L 1 fq 12 {(;Zq + l)o[E(k) - E(k - q) - wq] + nOlo [E(k) - E(k - q) + wq]} + 21TW12 
01 

x LfqgqWq {(nq + l)o[E(k) - E(k-q) - wq] +nqo[E:(k) - E:(k-q) + wql}+ 2Wl 
01 

X L: Re J~ dT e- HE (q)-E Ck)lT {L: J~(y ~l)(T) + e i Ck+q)'aby h(4)(r))} = r t~) + r ~:) . 
01 0 b 

(5.2) 

Noting that, from Eq. (2.12), fq = (COl - g'l)wq, we find 
that the first two terms add to give 

r~i) = 21TWl L: (C~ -g:)w~[\nq+ l)o(E(k) - dk-q) - wq) 
q 

(5.3) 

which for a narrow optical phonon band becomes 

r~i)~ 21T(C2 _g2)w2[(no+ I)N(E(k) - wo)+noN(E:(k) + Wa}] , 

(5.4) 

where N(E) is the exciton density of states at E: - E and 
no = e-awo/(1 - e-6wo), wa the optical phonon frequency. 
Note for a narrow exciton band (bandwidth less than wo), 
this term is zero reflecting the fact that one phonon 
processes do not contribute in this case. Also, for E: (k) 
at the bottom of the band, N(E:(k) - wa) = 0, so that at low 
temperatures there is less scattering at the bottom of 
the exciton band than at the top. The remaining terms 
in Eq. (5.2) are more difficult to evaluate since the 
time dependence of the integrand is so complicated. In 
Appendix B, a detailed discussion of this term is given; 
we merely present the final result for r~) here, for the 
various cases. 

For wide exciton bands (bandwidths a few times wa), 
r ~~) is relatively small at low temperatures since g/ c 
<<.1 and given approximately by [see Eq. (BIB)) 

-2 

rt~) ~ ZJ t S,(k;g2)N(E:t -lwo) 
Wb ,=a 

+ 21TZJ 2g 2 e-8wo N(E:t + Wo) , 

where we have defined S/(k;g2) in Appendix B, and we 
have assumed a nearest neighbor model for convenience 
with z the number of neighbors. At high temperatures, 
the exciton phonon coupling is large, the clothed band
width becomes small, and 

r(2) 
tt 

where 

2ZJ 2eY 

Wb J21TY 3 ' 

y =4g2n~/2(no+ 1)112. 

Therefore, for a wide exciton band, the scattering rate 
for state near the bottom of the band is small and de
pendent on k at low temperatures, and large and inde
pendent of k at high temperatures. There is a possibility 
of an abrupt transition from weak to strong scattering 
as T increases.1 

For narrow exciton bands, there is a smooth increase 
in the scattering rate as T increases and, the scattering 
is largely independent of k. No abrupt trans,ition occurs. 

Table I shows the variation of r tt (at the bottom of the 
exciton band) vs temperature for a wide band (J / Wo = 2) 
strongly coupled (c = 2) case and a narrow band (J / Wo := ~), 
weakly coupled (c :=~) case. 

B. Diffusion coefficients 

The diffusion coefficient D can be found by solving the 
equations of motion for R2(t) = l:11 n2pu(t) at long time, as
suming that the initial state is localized on site n = O. 
When this is done, D consists of a number of terms, 
some representing bandlike motion and others repre
senting hoppinglike motion. Neglecting some small 
terms, we find [see Eq. (4. B)] 

+ I: p~[Re[d2l:g Wg'J+.j •• t+k] _ [d2r~+I<J ], 
t dk '.0 dk _.0 

where P:k is the equilibrium (Boltzmann) distribution of 
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TABLE I. Calculation of r Ilk for the bot
tom of the exciton band uSing Eqs. (5.4)
(5.6). The exciton density of states is 
taken to be 

kT/wo 

(1) J/wo=0.5, c=0.5a 

0.5 
1.0 
2.0 

< O. 5 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 

0.182 
0.704 
0.891 

4. 3no 
0.05 
0.14 
0.33 

aFor kT/wo"'2.2, the one phonon pro
cesses drop out because of energy non
conservation, and multiple phonon pro
cesses dominate. This causes a dip in 
r. 

bFor kT /wo < O. 5, the one phonon processes 
dominate, while above 0.5 (the transi
tion temperature) the exciton bandwidth 
is very small and multiple phonon pro
cesses dominate. 

exciton states [exp(- j3Ek)!2:keXP(- j3E ... )] and vli: is the ve
locity of the exciton in state k(vlz=VtEt ). 

At high temperature, where riot - r (independent of k 
and large) and Viz becomes small due to the decrease in 
the exciton bandwidth, D - r, the hopping term. At low 
temperatures, only the states at the bottom of the band 
will be populated, so rn is small, so D- 2~t V~Pnb/o 
+ r ntl (the bandlike term). In addition, we have in
serted a term, Yo, representing the contribution to the 
scattering rate from quadratic phonon-exciton scatter
ing and local fluctuations (see the discussion at the end 
of Sec. II). 

If the exciton band is wide and the coupling strong, so 
that an abrupt transition from "free" to "localized" 
state can occur as T increases, then the motion switcheE 
abruptly from bandlike to hopping (and from a relatively 
large to a small D). 

VI. CONNECTION TO THERMAL MODULATION 
SPECTROSCOPY 

In this section we consider the temperature depen
dence of the spectral line shape function for the linear 
exciton-phonon Hamiltonian described in Sec. II. As a 
consequence of the simplicity of this Hamiltonian, the 
results of the discussion will be elementary in nature. 
The intent is Simply to establish the connection between 
the formalism of this work and a theory of the thermal 
modulation spectrum of molecular crystals. lO A more 
complete discussion, employing a Hamiltonian which in
cludes quadratic exciton phonon coupling, will be the 
subject of a future publication. 

We consider a single vertical (Franck-Condon) excita
tion in a perfect crystal at temperature T in its elec
tronic ground state. The spectral line shape function 
for this system is given in the long wavelength approxi
mation by 

(6.1) 

I(t)=L (OI<A,e iHI Aj,e- iiit) I 0) , (6.2) 
,oJ' 

where J..L is the transition dipole moment. Transforming 
to k-exciton space and using the decoupling approxima
tion of Abram-Silbey,3 Eq. (6.2) reduces to 

I(t) = L :Db(t)St(t) e-ilc·P.b , (6.3) 
t,h 

where the phonon correlation function Db(t) is given by 

~(t) = (8 18i+b(t) L =X(T) expW I L g!(cosq . Rh) 
q 

x [eiwql(nq+ 1) +e-iwqtnq], (6:4) 

and the exciton correlation function St(t) is given by 

St(t) =(0 I at(e jRI a; e-i HI) L 10) , (6.5) 

with the Debye-Waller factor X(T) being 

X(T) = exp [ - WI 4= g~(2nq + 1)] . (6.6) 

Using the projector operator formalism St(t) is found to 
have (to second order in V) the following simple time 
dependence 

which in the interaction representation [defined by 
S'(t)e!EIt)t=St(t)) becomes 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

As discussed in Sec. IV, we can deconvolute Eq. (6.8) 
[not Eq. (6.7)] to give (in the original representation) 

• [. (2) ] St(t) = tE (k) - r n St(t), (6.9) 

so that 

St(t) =eue(2)(k).rktll (6.10) 

From this equation we see that the line shape function 
will involve the exciton energy correct to second order. 

We next compare the thermal modulation spectrum 
for two antipodal extremes of our simple Hamiltonian 
(i) the narrow exciton-narrow phonon band, and (ii) the 
wide exciton-narrow phonon band, approximations. 
(The narrow phonon band or Einstein approximation is 
employed as computational convenience which should not 
alter the conclusions of this discussion in any essential 
manner. ) 

From Eqs. (6.1), (6.3), (6.10), and (6.4) (for Ein
stein phonons) we find 
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J(W) =fdEN(E){f: II(g2CSch~)e8IWo/2 
NX(T) 1=_'" 2 

x L(f., w, l) + L(E, w, O)O(E - E*) - L(E, w, 0) } , 

(6.11) 
where 

E* =E(k=O), 

(6.12) 

and r(E, T) is the temperature dependent scattering rate 
of an exciton of energy, E. We concentrate our analysis 
on the zero phonon line (zpl) whose spectrum is found by 
settingl=OinEq. (6.11): 

~)(~;~ = f dEN(E{{ Io(g2CSCh ET) -1} L(E, w, 0) 

+L(E, w, O)O(E - E*) ] . (6.13) 

We can further simplify the analysis by considering a 
case in which the sudden dressing of the exciton (for 
case ii) occurs at low temperature (around T = Te) so 
that Io(g2 cschi{3wo)'" 1. For example, from I we might 
choose c '" 2 and for case (i) I J I / w< i while for case (ii) 
IJI/w~ 2. Then Eq. (6.13) reduces to (making the r 
dependence of L explicit): 

J~H~~) =N(E*)L(E*, w, r*); r* = r(f.*, T), (6.14) 

while for the tms, we have 

T~T*~T+t::..T, (6.15) 

and for the purposes of this dis cussion T, T*, and T 
+t::..T are assumed to lie in a neighborhood of Te' 

Using Eq. (6.6) 

dI'd~w) - a(T)I,p,(w) +X(T) d~ {L(f.*, w, r*)N(E*)} 

(6.16) 

where 

(6. 17) 

Evaluation of the second term in Eq. (6.16) is simpli
fied by neglecting changes in N(E*) with temperature and 
considering only the explicit temperature dependence of 
r(E*, T). When this is done the final expression of 
becomes (neglecting second order corrections to E): 

(6.18) 

where 

(6.19) 

and 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

Here al and bl correspond to the effects of changes in 
the Debye-Waller factor and changes in E resulting from 
"band narrowing" respectively while a2 and b2 corre
spond in turn to those effects which are a consequence 
of the temperature dependence of rk=o and the tempera
ture dependent energy shift in E. Note that a> 0 since 
dlnr/dT>O while b has the sign of j, since dg/dT>O. 

In the narrow exciton band case a "'al and b =bt. so 
that I;:,S(w) consists of an inverted direct absorption 
line plus a small derivative line. A similar result is 
obtained in the wide exciton band case with modified in
tensities since here the full expressions for a and b 
must be used. The significant difference between the 
two cases will be the broadening and red shift (of both 
the direct and derivative line) observed in case (ii). 
These changes are a consequence of Eq. (6. 15) in con
junction with the effects discussed with regard to a2 and 

b2• 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present paper, we have discussed the effect of 
an abrupt change in the exciton phonon scattering on the 
transport properties of the exciton. The abrupt change 
is brought about by a sudden narrowing of the exciton 
band due to the localized state becoming lower in energy 
than the delocalized state. We have relied upon our pre
vious variational results, which showed that there are 
two minima in the free energy surface of a wide band 
exciton. As T is increased, the localized state becomes 
more stable than the delocalized state; we have assumed 
that the exciton always chooses to be in the more stable 
state and have neglected fluctuations and the thermal 
population of the less stable state. Such effects may be 
important in some cases. 

In the present paper, we found, as expected, that the 
abrupt change (in the wide band case) in the nature of 
the exciton state is also evidenced in the scattering rate, 
r kk' and the diffusion constant. The exciton goes from 
being a wave, scattered intermittently by phonons, to a 
localized state (quasibound to its lattice position) which 
moves by phonon assisted hopping. In this way, the 
analogy to the small polaron theories of Toyozawa7 and 
Emina is evident. One problem with the present treat
ment in the wide band case should be pOinted out. For 
temperatures such that the simple variational treatment 
predicts that all k states should prefer to be delocalized, 
the scattering rate, r kk , of states near the middle and 
top of the band may still be large (much larger than that 
of states at the bottom of the band). This indicates that 
these states may not be adequately described by our 
simple variational method. 

In the case that the exciton band is not wide enough to 
exhibit the abrupt tranSition, but is still wider than the 
phonon frequency, another simple effect can take place. 
As T increases, the exciton band width will decrease 
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until one phonon processes become impossible and then 
multiphonon processes dominate. This may give rise 
to a significant change in r kk as this scattering channel 
disappears. 

There is another interesting manifestation of the scat
tering in the wide band case: the band narrowing factor, 
exp{- L;q g! coth( {:lw./2)}, is a complicated function of 
temperature, since gq is. For the simple model of a 
one-dimensional exciton band with nearest neighbor in
teractions, the variational theory predicts that this fac
tor depends much less strongly on T than cothi3w./2 it-

APPENDIX A 

self. This suggests that the band narrowing will be al
most independent of temperature until the abrupt change 
to a localized state takes place. In the narrow band 
case, this is not true. 

This paper has been solely concerned with linear 
phonon-exciton coupling; as such it leaves out important 
terms9 which we tried to include phenomenologically by 
including a Yo (local fluctuations) in the diffusion coeffi
cient. However, a more complete theory will have to 
include linear and quadratic terms and more than one 
phonon band. 

From the definition of Vet), Eq. (2.17) and Eq. (3.13), we will evaluate the correlation function (V .t
2
(t)Vt

l
oa> L' 

(VIta (t)V t lJ L = ([ V 1 (t) ]uz[ V l]tl') L + ([ Va(t) ].tz[ V 2]1:1') L + ([ VI (t) ].tz[ Va]I:IJ L + ([V z(t) ]lt2[ V1]tlQ ) L • 

Now, 

([ Va(t) ]ata[ V a]t1 q) L == J...2-a i q-tl «b .. tz (t) + bkz-.(t»)(b.-t1 + bi1-.» L 

== o(s - ka + q - k1) I itz-.la [(tita-. + 1) e-l
"'-2-S1 + nta-I e I "'tz-at] , 

(AI) 

(A2) 

([ VI (t)].ta[ V1]klQ) L =N-Z L Jnm I n ,,", eirl!"m e lt1' lin',"' el(a-ta)·ltm e l <t1-q)' R".' ([8;(t)e",(t) - (8~8m> ][8;,8,.., - (8~, 8m,)]) L • (A3) 
nm 

"'m' 

For a narrow phonon band, the largest terms are for (l)n=m', m=n'; (2)n=n', m*m'; (3)n*n', m=m'; (4)n=n', 
m =m'. As before,3 we keep only terms (1) and (4). Using standard techniques, 3,4 we find 

([ V 1 (t) ]ua[ V l]tlq) L == o(s - ka + kl - q)N -1 L j~ [e I (1'a-1:1)' lilt l' ~l)(t) + e l Itl .a)· Rill' ~4)(t)] , 
II 

(A4) 

where (note the tilde over the Jbl) 

y ~l>(t) = - 1 + exp2N-1 L g~(l- cosq • RII) [(nq+ 1) e- Iwql +nq e1wqlJ, 
q 

(A5) 

and in y ~4)(t), the exponent is the negative of that in y ~l)(t). Finally, 

(A6) 

We define 

A!(t) = (tiq + 1) e-I",,,t ± n" el""t • (A7) 

Substitution of these formulas into Eq. (AI) gives Eq. (4.12). 

APPENDIX B 

We will evaluate the terms in Eq. (5.2) ariSing from 
the unitary transformation of H and resulting in fluctua
tions of J"",. These are written as 

r~=)=2N-l L Re j'" dte-He(q)",(kllt 

q ° 
XL J:[y ~1)(t) + y ~4)(t) cos(k+q) . ~] , (B1) 

II 

with (see Appendix A) 

y ~l)(t) = exp {2N"14= gW - cos~' Rh) 

(B2) 

The form of y~4J(t) is the same as that of y~l)(t) except 
for an overall sign in the exponent. For an Einstein 
phonon band of frequency wo, 

y~ll(t) = exp {2g2[(no + 1) e-t "'01 + no e lwol} - 1, (B3) 

independent of h, where no = (e~"'o - 1)_1. For an optical 
phonon band whose width, A, is 1-10 cm-1 or a small 
fraction of wo, we expect Eq. (B2) to resemble Eq. (B3). 
In order to reduce Eq. (B2) to a simple form, Grover 
and Silbey chose a Lorentzian density of phonon states. 
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In contrast, Emin8 has used a nearest neighbor disper
sion law for the phonons, 

(B4) 

however, the final results are essentially the same. By 
substituting Eq. (B4) into Eq; (B2), replacing gf by g2, 
and nl by no (both expected to be good for narrow bands, 
Wb/ Wo <<< 1), we find 

(B5) 

where 

(B6) 

(B7) 

where In(wbt) is the nth order Bessel function, and h is 
a nearest neighbor of the origin. Using the generating 
function for modified Bessel functions (and dropping the 
subscript h), 

y(1)(t) = f: e8'wo/2e-i[/wot+~ (t)J[I,(yA(t)) -li,o], (B8) 
'3I_CO 

with 

(B9) 

The term y(4)(t) will have a (- 1)' in the sum. If instead 
of the dispersion law, Eq. (B4), we had substituted a 
Lorentzian density of states of width 6wb, A(t) would be 
exp(- 3wbt), while for a Guassian density of states of 
width 6wb , A(t)aexp(- 9w~t2), and cp(t) =0 for both. 

When the form of y (1) is put into the equation for r ~~), 
integrals of the following type arise: 

F,(U) = L~ dtcos[(u+lwo)t+cp(t)] 

(B10) 

where u =E{q) - E{k). The term I, -li/O decays to zero in 
a time scale - W;1; since the cos term oscillates on a 
time scale - (u + lWO)"1 <'C W;1, F,(u) will be very small un
less (u + lwo) is less than or equal to the phonon band
width (- 6wb). If (u + lwo)>> Wb then F,(u) will be propor
tional to wV(u + lWO)3 as can be seen immediately by 
breaking the integral in (B10) into a sum of integrals 
[t = T + 2rrn/(u + lwo)]: 

Thus, at low T, 

(Bll) 

where An =A[2rrn/(n + lwo)], and we have assumed, for 
simplicity, that the decay of A (t) is exponential. In the 
limit that u + lWo'" 0, we have 

F,(u) = L~ dte8Iwo/2{I,(yA(t» -1i,o}=Ff(u). (B12) 

By substituting these resuHs into Eq. (B1), we find 

r:~)~2N-l~~j~ t {l+(-l)'cos(k+Q)o RJ 

xFf{Eq - Et)~(Eq - Et + lwo) , (B13) 

where 

otherwise 

If, again for simplicity, a nearest neighbor model is 
assumed, we find (z is the number of nearest neighbors) 

r:~)~2N-1 L f: {zj 2+EtEq(-1)1} 
• 1 __ <lO 

XFf(Et-Eq)Ll.(Eq-Ek+lwO)' (B14) 

At low temperatures, y [see Eq. (B9)] is small due to 
no (note that g will also be relatively small for wide 
bands at low T), 

FR", (~dt 81wO/2 [tyA(t)]"1 
, Jo e III ! 

(2g 2) III e (1/2) 8wO (1-"') 1 
= Ill! (1_e-8Wo)'" III (3wb) , (B15) 

and 

'" t zj 2S,(k;g2)N(E_ -lwo) + 8g 2N(E_+ wo)no[zj2 - Ek(Ek + wo)] + 16g 4N(E_)[zj2 + E~] no (no + 1). 
'01 

(B16) 
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At high T, the exciton bandwidth becomes· smaller 
than wo, so that only the 1 = 0 term in Eq. (B14) remains, 
and 

if the exciton bandwidth is smaller than the phonon band
width, we have 

r~)~ 2zj2F~ 

=_z_ d(wbt)[Io(yA(t)) - 1] 2 j2 i~ 
Wb 0 

= 2zj2 f. Y dx Io(x) - 1 if A (t) = e-3wbt 

3Wb 0 x 

2zj2 eY 

~ 3Wb (27Ty3)1Il! for large y 

~_ 2zj2 y2 
for small y • 

- 3Wb 8 
(B17) 

If the exciton bandwidth is larger than the phonon band
width, we have 

- e" 
= 4N(E t ) [zJ 2 H=] (2

7Ty
3)lIZ for large y 

2 

=4N(Ek)[zJ2H~] lC for small y. (B18) 
8 

If, for this case, N(E k ) = 0 (e. g., at the top or bottom of 
the band) we have to be more careful of the integral. 
For the bottom of the band we have 

for large y. 

APPENDIX C 

There are some typographical errors in Ref. 1, spe
cifically in Eqs. (5.3) and (5.5) as well as some numeri
cal errors in Table II. In Eq. (5.3), J should be re-

- 2 placed by J. In Eq. (5. 4) I J I e-f should be replaced by 
I JI in the argument of the Bessel functions and by 
I j\ coshj3wo!2 in the term multiplying the Bessel func
tions. In addition, the last column of Table II, labeled 
imln, should be replaced by O. 275, 0.830, 1.38, 2.000, 
0.300, 0.950, 1.50, 2.0, 0.088, 0.175, 0.370, 2.0, 
2.1, 2.5, 0.060, 0.125, 0.200, 1. 75, 2.00, 0.040, 
0.080, 1.48, 0.135, 2.0. 

The conclusions of the article are unaffected. 
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